
Email marketing is a mainstay of the digital mix—serving a critical role in both 
nurturing leads down the funnel and retaining existing customers. Discover why 

email is the most implemented tactic for 88% of digital marketers.* 

  Improve Lead Quality & Deal Size 
It’s not just about generating more leads—it’s about generating 
the right leads, enabling sales to prioritize its time on the highest-
value prospects who are most likely to become customers. Digital 
targeting parameters and ABM platforms can assist.

 Increase Brand Awareness & Website Traffic
 More than 70% of B2B buyers begin their research with generic 

Google searches.* Elevating your business’s organic search rankings 
with search engine optimization (SEO) can help you connect with and 

engage more potential buyers and drive more inbound traffic. 

  Drive Engagement & Lead Generation 
Business buyers are in more places than ever before and capturing 
their attention means having a solid omnichannel digital marketing 
plan in place that covers search, display, paid social, and more, with 
compelling content, creative, and CTAs.

 Nurture Prospects Down the Funnel 
A full 20% of B2B buyers will take an entire year to make a 
purchasing decision.* Stay top-of-mind and speed them down 
their path to purchase with retargeting ads and email nurture 
campaigns.

 Reduce the Cost of Acquiring Leads & Customers 
Digital is an extremely cost-effective method of lead generation, 
but there’s still room for optimization. Audience targeting, smart 
bidding strategies, keyword quality scores, effective website and 
downloadable content, and the personalization and relevance of ad 
and landing page creative can impact not just cost-per-action (CPA) 
but also the cost of acquiring a new customer.

PMG helps B2B tech and SaaS marketing organizations define their strategies, 
deliver on their objectives, and smash their KPIs. Read our eBook, the “Ultimate 
Guide to B2B Digital Marketing Strategies” and schedule your free 30-minute 

consultation today to get started.

GET THE GUIDE

The Most Important  
Digital Marketing KPIs

KPI: Increase site traffic by X%

61% of marketers say improving 
SEO and growing their organic 
presence is their top inbound 
priority.*

KPI: Increase marketing 
qualified leads (MQLs) by X% 

85% of B2B marketers say 
lead generation is their most 
important marketing goal.*

KPI: Increase sales accepted 
leads (SALs) by X% 

Only 7% of sales people said 
leads they received from 
marketing were very high.* 

KPI: Speed the conversion of 
SALs to sales qualified leads 
(SQLS) by X% 

90% of B2B buyers now loop back 
and repeat at least one or more 
tasks in the buyer’s journey.* 

KPI: Reduce digital marketing 
customer acquisition cost 
(mCAC) by X% 

A one-point increase in keyword 
quality score can reduce digital 
CPA by 16%.*
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